
Dear Client -  
 
Thank you so much for giving me the opportunity to work on this project for you! I had a lot of fun with the design 
and hope you like what you see! I know there's a lot of information in this email, but I want to make sure you have 
everything you need to carry out the designs for your space. First, I want to explain what each attachment is and 
how you can use them to make the design come to life: 
 
1. Open the CLIENT_ PRESENTATION file. This is the vision board and the go-to document you will use when deciding 
what you want to purchase . You can use it as a reference when looking at the other documents and can use the 
assigned names for each item if you have any specific questions about them. 
 
2. Open the CLIENT_ FLOOR PLAN file. This is a sketched floor plan so you have an idea of where to place items once 
you're ready to install. 
 
 
If you have questions yet, just wait! Hopefully I'll answer them in this next section - I want to give you a little more 
information about each specific item used in your design: 
 
- PAINT: The Paint Scheme I used in your design is as follows: 
Accent Wall behind sofa | NAVY BLUE: Benjamin Moore - Hale Navy HC154 
For walls, use an eggshell finish.  
 
ITEMS: 
- WALL ART GALLERY: I love the idea of incorporating pictures from your travels, like the door and then playing off of 
that in other artwork and/or sculptural wall art like the palm leaf and the neon lips. I think the eccentricity of these 
items really help to unify the bold vibe throughout the space. 
 
- FLOOR LAMP: The combination of the gold floor lamp against the Navy Blue wall background is one of my 
favorites! Seeing the gold finish throughout in other elements as well helps to establish an intention for the space, 
especially when using so many eye-catching elements.  
 
- FLOOR MIRROR: I wanted to incorporate the mirror you already had and used it as the jumping point for this 
design - such a unique find! 
 
- PILLOWS:  When selecting pillows, play with different textures, patterns, or colors. Even though these pillows are 
extremely different, they bold patterns of each help to create a sense of belonging together! 
 
- SOFA: I wanted to make sure the elements you already owned made sense in the space and to be honest, a leather 
white sofa goes with pretty much anything!  
 
- PLANT: Any faux plant will do, but I especially love the banana leaf for this space with a simple modern white pot. 
 
- CLOSET DRAPERY: Since you currently don't have any doors and use the closet for extra clothing storage, the 
cheapest way to hide it is to install a drapery rod on the inside of the closet and do black drapery. I personally love 
Black + Navy Blue together, but you could really do any color - I think white would be a great second option. 
 
- AREA RUG: I love a big area rug, and one so bold will help to completely transform the space! I would do at least 
8x10, and think you could even go up to a 9x12 for this space! 
 
- COFFEE TABLE: This coffee table is great for so many reasons! First, the gold finish and shape adds much-needed 
structure to an otherwise primarily organic space. Second, the glass surface is great to not draw away from the 
color/excitement of the rug. I love the two shelves and how large it is for displaying books, magazines, and setting 
up any projects you might want to do in this space as well!    



 
- FLOOR PILLOWS: This is a fun way to add extra 'seating' in a relatively small space as well as provide comfort when 
working on a project on the coffee table! The colors and shape really add to the overall style of the space as well. 
 
- WINDOW DRAPERY: I love these bold drapes and they coordinate so well with the colors found in the rug! Doing 
black drapery hardware would be ideal so you aren't clashing a gold finish with the yellow tassels on the sides.     
 
- SHOE STORAGE: I think what you have for shoe storage works great and would keep it under the window like you 
have it! You could add books + accessories to the top to help it seem more intentional in the space. 
 
- WALL SHELVES: I know you wanted this space to be versatile, so these wall shelves will definitely help to 
accomplish that! You can mix accessories with items you need for makeup, or different crafts. Use baskets for 
smaller/lose items so they don't get too cluttered! 
 
- PLUG-IN WALL SCONCES: In apartments + older homes, there NEVER seems to be enough light! These plug-in 
sconces are the perfect eclectic-glam mix, and help add lighting should you want to turn the console into a makeup 
vanity! 
 
- CONSOLE: Again, the clear acrlyic will help to not draw too much attention away from the other elements in the 
space. This is another work surface that you can stage with books or accessories unless you want to give it another 
purpose such as a makeup vanity. I just want you to have as many options as possible!     
 
- ARTWORK: Since the other side of the room has a gallery wall made of several smaller pieces, I think two large 
ones will help to balance it all out! Keeping it colorful will help to reflect that idea of 'intention' throughout the 
space too! 
 
     
 
That completes all the information you should need to start designing your space! I keep a record of all the items 
available, so should you want to get that list we can upgrade your plan to the premium in which you would pay the 
difference. If you have any questions, I'd be happy to jump on a 30-minute Zoom chat which you can schedule at 
this link. 
 
I would love to be able to use these designs and this process as an example on my website if you are OK with that? If 
you also wouldn't mind reviewing your experience at the link below I would SO appreciate it - it shouldn't take more 
than 10 minutes!  

 
SURVEY 
 
Thanks again and can't wait to see how your space transforms! 

 

 
 

https://aspenandveda.typeform.com/to/OwaaQXb9

